The When: Saturday 27 and Sunday 28 October 2018, registration from 8am, first round 9am.
The Where: Onehunga RSA Club. 57 Princes St, Onehunga.
The Cost: $45.00 per person
The Games: Flames of War Late War lists, 1500 pts, Version 4 rules,
Team Yankee, 75 pts,
TANKS 100pts.
Registrations or questions: flamescon2017@gmail.com
BF Forum Thread: Come say hi and talk about the event & with other competitors:
https://flamesofwar.com/Default.aspx?tabid=126&afv=topic&aff=14&aft=581428
TCOW, in association with our awesome sponsors, once again present FlamesCon, New
Zealand’s Premiere Flames of War tournament!
This year, we’re running World War Two focused games in Flames of War Version 4 and TANKS
as well as conducting full spectrum modern combined arms conflict in World War III with Team
Yankee.
Flames of War event rules:
This is a 2 day event with 3 x 2.5hr games each day. All forces must be taken from the V4 Late
War points conversion books or Forces if your list is updated. 1500 points is your limit for lists.
We will be using V4 rules for this event.
Team Yankee event rules:
This is a 2 day event with 3 x 2.5hr games each day. All forces must be taken from official Team
Yankee lists available by 23rd September 2018. We will be using the latest TY LFTF FAQ from
Battlefront for this event, if published prior to 10th October 2018. 75 points is your limit for lists.
TANKS event rules:
This is 2 x 1 day events to allow players to play either or both days and play different lists on
either day. List points limit is 100 points, will be using the latest TANKS FAQ, updated up to
20th October 2018.

Lists for all events are due via email to flamescon2017@gmail.com by end of day 10th
October 2018.
Best format is Forces, fowlist or other comprehendible structure please make sure they are
legible and clear for your friendly TO’s to peruse. Make sure your name, day/s of play and other
relevant details are all included.
Other important information:
-

-

-

There will be a mix of missions determined by the More Missions rules pack from
Battlefront, most likely the most recent one so check it out.
See here: http://www.flamesofwar.com/hobby.aspx?art_id=5731
Timeouts: All rounds will be limited to 2.5 hours which means that fast play is a must! In
any defensive or mobile battles with objectives that go “live” on turn 6, if both players
have not completed 6 turns before time runs out then VP will be determined as per the
Fair Fight protocols (with neither player winning). Slow play which is deemed by the TO
to be deliberate or ill-considered will be treated as unsporting and action will be taken in
that vein.
To assist with the limited round time, setup time is going to be limited to 20 mins. This
should be ample time for opponents to discuss terrain and make decisions.

Prizes
Prizes will be awarded in the following categories with sufficient event turnout:
1st, 2nd and 3rd Place: Based on highest total VP achieved with +1 for all wins.
Best Painted Army: As decided by player vote.
Best Sports: Each player will cast a vote per day of competition for the opponent they deemed
to be the best sporting player on that particular day.
El Spoon: Based on lowest total VP achieved.
Mediocre!: The middle of the road award.
TANKS prizes to be determined by interest & options.
Tie breakers will be decided by (in order): List received on time with no amendments needed,
Best opponents (opponents total VP and/or most wins), Top Dog (you beat other players who
tied with you), Best Wins (most 6’s, 5’s etc…), Sports votes. If time and funds allow, we’ll also
look at handing out spot prizes.
Other Rules
Once again, we’re putting the emphasis on fun and friendly gaming. We expect all players to
treat their opponents, the TO’s and organisers and the venue with respect. Any behaviour

breaching this guideline will not be tolerated and we expect players and spectators to notify a
TO of any breaches. Please remember that TO’s and other organisers are volunteers.
The Onehunga RSA is a licenced premises which means you are allowed to consume alcohol
purchased onsite while gaming, however any player or spectator who is deemed to be too
intoxicated will be asked to leave the venue. Players or spectators wishing to purchase alcohol
must follow the RSA protocols and also abide by the RSA dress code to enter the bar. No hats
and you must be wearing shoes. Jandals/thongs are not considered shoes. If you are planning
on imbibing, please make sure you have means of getting home which is not driving yourself.
Reserve your place now!
Your $45 Ticket payment can be made to: ASB 12-3030-0399474-50.
Registrations or questions: flamescon2017@gmail.com

From your friendly Flamescon TO’s,
Greg Lockton & Gavin van Rossum

